
BUSINESS PLANNERS AND AGENDAS ALTERNATIVES

And though we've written about some of our favorite planners in the past, . â€œThe weekly agenda devotes a sizable
square to each day, and.

Each edition of the Clever Fox Planner includes monthly and weekly layouts to aid with long-range planning.
Published on: Nov 24, The opinions expressed here by Inc. At the end of the week or month, you can reflect
on what went well and what could use some work. A bullet journal is a great option for folks who want to be
able to design their own planner experience. Action Publishing Coloring Planner Pick this planner if: You
want to foster a daily creative habit and plan colorfully. Best Seller. This is a good companion to any of the
other planners, teaching you how to make best use of your time regardless of how you track it. Things to
Consider The Clever Fox Daily Planner is a six-month agenda while the weekly and Pro versions cover one
year Bottom Line These are all-around solid planners that will help you get a new venture started or succeed
with an established business. The Mastery Journal Pick this planner if: Productivity is not your strong suit, but
you want to improve. It includes weekly and monthly layouts, so it's not optimized to heavily packed daily
agendas, but leaves plenty of room for noting meetings, commitments and important dates throughout the
year. This is great for keeping yourself accountable and making sure that the way you spend your time each
day is aligned to your goals. If you don't have the creativity, drawing or hand-lettering skills to create your
own bullet journal from scratch, but want some flexibility in your planner's layouts, then Agendio might be a
great option. It include nightly prompts for the next day's priorities and tasks to move toward them, ensuring
that you start every morning with a clear action plan from the moment you wake up. All three guide you
through the goal-setting process so that you can achieve greater clarity about what you want and why you
want it. It comes in two colors too: Beige and Sunrise Red, so you can pick whichever suits your preferences.
With enhanced layouts that are designed to keep you on track in every aspect of your life, the Pro planner is
ideal for the entrepreneur or the busy professional. Just looking at it makes you feel professional, and using it
is one of the best-known ways for you to tighten up your schedule and boost your productivity. Morning
Sidekick Journal Pick this planner if: You want to become a morning person. T he Bullet Journal Pick this
planner if: You don't like pre-made planners and want creative freedom. Clever Fox also produces daily and
weekly versions of its planners. So this year, I'm revisiting some of those favorites and adding some new ones
to the list, to help you set yourself up for a productive  As I said, then, "this minimal planner is all about
accountability, guiding you through setting monthly, weekly, and daily priorities and goals. These planners
similarly are essential if you are trying to balance your professional and personal efforts. This was one of the
most loves planners from last year's planner roundup. It's not designed for tracking meetings, appointments or
tasks, so would make a great companion to a more agenda-based planner. If you're resolving to become more
of a morning person in , or to adopt the habit of "morning pages," then this planner is a good place to start.
There's a version with geometric designs too, if you prefer the abstract to the natural. This list-style workbook
made last year's list too, and was among those I received most feedback about. More from Inc. The result is
continuously improving performance that will foster your professional success.


